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Press Release   

New Release of Standard Software for SAP Transformations 

IT Enables Business Change 

SNP introduces SNP T-Bone 10.4 with extended functions 

 

Heidelberg ,  30 April 2010 – The software and consulting company SNP AG is 

introducing the second release of the software SNP Transformation Backbone® 

(SNP T-Bone), which automates SAP system transformations and supports them 

holistically. It is now possible to adapt SAP transformations to all business-related 

targets even more flexibly with SNP T-Bone 10.4. As a result, the changes in the IT 

architecture can become a decisive process factor for company restructurings. 

SNP T-Bone reduces both the project cost and the project duration up to 70 per-

cent, while still maintaining compliance and quality at all times. The software has 

been certified by one of the world's four largest auditors. A quick and secure Re-

turn of Investment can therefore be ensured, which is a critical advantage for com-

panies in the competitive global landscape. SNP T-Bone 10.4 will be presented to 

industry specialists for the first time at the SAPPHIRE NOW Conference, which will 

take place on May 16/17 to19 in Orlando/USA and in Frankfurt am Main. 

 

"Trade and business publications have lately been mentioning internal IT as an 

important process factor in M&A transactions. These processes could not be opti-

mally supported previously because there was no technology available to do so, 

but now - with SNP T-Bone 10.4 - we provide software that can automate IT trans-

formation processes. We make IT a factor for successful company restructuring 

processes“, says Dr. Andreas Schneider-Neureither, CEO of SNP AG.  

 

SNP T-Bone 10.4 provides expanded functions for project management. In addi-

tion, the so-called SNP T-Bone Transformation Cockpit can transmute business 

targets into technical rules for implementing a transformation.  

 

The new SNP T-Bone 10.4 release also furnishes a new unit for the task of con-

solidating different HR systems. The SNP T-Bone Unit HR Merger is already being 

utilized by a major client. "An internationally active, integrated materials and tech-

nology enterprise is already using the unit for projects successfully“, Andreas 
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Schneider-Neureither reports. Any transformations involving all possible master 

and transaction data can be converted in the SAP Personnel Module.   

 

 

About SNP  
SNP is a leading provider of software and software-related-services for transformations of SAP 

systems required in the wake of mergers and acquisitions, splits, harmonizations, or system up-

grades. For these transformations of a company’s IT processes, SNP offers SNP Transformation 

Backbone® (SNP T-Bone), the world’s first standardized software that automates and compre-

hensively supports transformations of SAP solutions. SNP also uses this software for its unique 

consulting approach, SNP Business Landscape Transformation®, which supports companies to 

succesfully transform IT according to business changes. 

 

In addition to its focus on transformation, SNP offers solutions for management of IT system land-

scapes. With its consulting approach, SNP Business Landscape Management, SNP supports 

companies in optimizing the service and support processes of their SAP system landscapes. 

 

SNP was founded in 1994 and currently employs approximately 162 employees at five locations in 

Germany, Austria and Switzerland. SNP serves international and national clients and has the ex-

perience of more than 1,000 successfully completed projects. In fiscal year 2009, SNP AG 

achieved a turnover of 20.2 million Euros. The company is listed on the General Standard of the 

Frankfurt Stock Exchange.  

 

For more information please visit www.snp.de/en/. 
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